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ABSTRACT 
Let S = Cl =, XkX& where the & are independent observations from a 2-dimensional normal 
N(pk, C) distribution, and let A = CL=, p&C-’ be a diagonal matrix of the form XI, where X 1 0 
and I is the identity matrix. It is shown that the density 4 of the vector i = (et, f?,) of characteristic 
roots of S can be written as G(X, et, Iz)&(e), where G satisfies the FKG condition on I$. This im- 
plies that the power function of tests with monotone acceptance region in !I and e2, i.e. a region of 
the form {g(et , es) I c}, where g is nondecreasing in each argument, is nondecreasing in X. It is also 
shown that the density I$ of (ei, k’z) does not allow a decomposition 4(et, &) = G(X, et, &)&(e), with 
G satisfying the FKG condition, if A = diag(X, 0) and X > 0, implying that this approach to proving 
monotonicity of the power function fails in general. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a normally distributed random p x n matrix with expectation EX = p 
and independent columns with common covariance matrix C. Here and in the 
sequel we assume n > p. Let i denote the vector of characteristic roots of XX’ 
and let x denote the vector of characteristic roots of the noncentrality matrix 
p,~‘C-i. It is shown in Perlman and Olkin (1980) that any test of the hypothesis 
p = 0 versus ,u # 0 with acceptance region {g(i) 5 c}, where g is nondecreasing 
in each argument, is unbiased. Furthermore they make the conjecture that the 
power function of such a test is nondecreasing in each component Xi of the 
vector of noncentrality parameters i and suggest that this result could be 
proved by showing that the density of 4 of i can be written 4(i) = G(,%!)&(~), 
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where G is pairwise TP2 (totally positive of order 2) in the pairs (&, a,), i #,j. 
and (A;, Ij), 1 5 i, j 5 p (lot. cit. Proposition 2.6 (ii) and Remark 3.2). 
We show in this note that the suggested TP:! property does not hold in gen- 
eral (see Section 4), but that the following partial result of this type does hold: if 
the dimension of the observations equals 2 and x = (A, A), then the density C#I of
Bean be written 4(j) = G(A, i)&(i), w h ere G satisfies the FKG condition on rW: 
(we use the notation [w+ = {x E iw : .Y > 0)). This means 
(1.1) G(X,, i)G(X?, ?) 5 G(X, A AZ,& A &)G(X, v AZ,& v &), 
for (Ai, 17;) E rW!k, i = 1,2. Here we use the conventions x A y = min(x, y), 
x V y = max(x. y), if X,,VE iw and xAy= (XI Ayr: . . . . x,,Ay,),xVy= 
(.Ul vy1,. . . ,_Y,, V-V,,), if x = (xl.. ,x,,) E R” and y = (4’1,. ,y,) E R”. Since 
in our case the function G is strictly positive on IL!:, proving that G satisfies the 
FGK condition on rW1 is equivalent to proving that G is pairwise TP2 on I$ (cf. 
Perlman and Olkin (1980), Remark 2.3). This means that the power function is 
monotone ‘on the diagonal’ in the 2-dimensional case. We believe that this 
property holds generally (i.e. also for dimensions higher than 2), but were not 
able to adapt our method of proof to the higher dimensional case. 
The key lemmas in our approach are given in Section 2. They give integral 
inequalities for diagonal elements of an orthogonal matrix under densities of 
an exponential type with respect to Haar measure on the orthogonal group. 
These lemmas are similar in spirit to correlation inequalities for spin config- 
urations in Kelly and Sherman (1968). 
The results in Section 3 follow easily from the lemmas in Section 2 by using 
the integral representation of the hypergeometric function oF1 (f n; ii', L), 
where 
A = diag(Xr , X2), L = diag(!t, e,), 
which is given in James (1961). If .4 = A/, with X > 0, this integral reduces to an 
integral over the orthogonal group G(n) (instead of a repeated integral involv- 
ing the orthogonal groups O(2) and G(n)). The density Q($ of the characteristic 
roots lr and P? of XX’ can then be written 
c$@) = G(X, !!)Q~(?). 
where 
G(X. .?) = oF, (1 n; +AI,L) exp(-A) 
and ~0 is the density under the null hypothesis p = 0. The TP2 properties of the 
function G follow from the corresponding properties of the hypergeometric 
function OFI (irz; XI, L). The monotonicity result for the power function follows 
from this by using the FKG inequality due to Fortuin, Ginibre and Kasteleyn 
(1971). For an exposition on the FKG inequality and its uses we refer to Kem- 
perman (1977) and Perlman and Olkin (1980). 
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2. SOME PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
Lemma 2.1. Let a, 2 ~12 2 0 and let H he an n x n orthogonal matrix, where 
n 2 2. Then the diagonal elements h,, and h22 have a non-negative covariance 
under the density 
ri)ith respect to Haar measure on O(n), where dH denotes Haar measure on O(n). 
Proof. First consider the special orthogonal group SO(n) of orthogonal 
matrices with determinant equal to one. Any H E SO(n) can be written as a 
product H,,_ I . H, of rotations H,, . . , H,, _ ,, where 
(2.2) Hk = H(‘)(O,k). . . HCX)(&) 
and H(‘)(&) is a rotation by the angle & in the (x;, xi+ l)-plane, oriented such 
that the rotation from the i-th unit vector ei to the (i + l)t’ unit vector r;+ 1 is 
positive. The range of the angles 0;k is as follows: 
(2.3) 
0 < oik < 2~. i= 1, 
0 5 Q;k < n, i> 1. 
These parameters are called Euler angles, see e.g. Vilenkin (1968), Chapter IX. 
In terms of these parameters, Haar measure on SO(n) is given by 
n-l k 
(2.4) dH = c,, n n sin’-’ BikdOik 
k=l/=l 
where 
(2.5) c,~ = fi I’(k/2)/(28’), 
k-1 
see Vilenkin (1968), p. 439. By induction it is seen that 
n-l n-l 
(2.6) ht,, = n sin&,hnl = (-1)“-’ n sinHk,n_l. 
k=l k=l 
Note that the distribution of (h 11, h22) under Haar measure on the orthogonal 
group is the same as the distribution of (c,h,,, CZh,,,), where ~1 and t2 are 
independent random variables with the same distribution P{F, = 1) = 
P{Ei = -l} = $ and (h,,, h,,) is distributed according to Haar measure on 
SO(n), independent of (~1. ~1). Thus, taking the expectation with respect to 
(~1, 4, we get 
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~(sin~kksin~k,n-l)(sinfl,-l,,-l)”-2 
k=l 
sink - ’ &k sink _ ’ 6k,n _ 1 
> 
n-l n-l 
I-I 
sin 6kk, 62a2 
I-I 
k=l k=l 
=c2j1/2dflll I,“‘dd,,.-, /;dflz j;y&,n-i 
) 
Sink - ’ okk sink - ’ ok., _ ] 
. sin n-20n~,,n-,den-~.n-,. 
Note that for n = 2 there is only one parameter B]], for n = 3 there are three 
parameters 6J] 1,022,&, 013, t923, etc. The constants c] and c2 are defined by 
c, = {J:“de,, /)a ;,-, /)%z/;dsz,,-i 
*n-2 
-1 
. . 
J n( 
sink-‘BkkSink-‘8k,._] sinn-2&-]1,n-]dt?-],n-] 
o k=l > 
and 
dfl,,n- I
. . . Jy j$cosh(a]#sin~kk)cosh(u:‘jJsin~k,._]) 
n-2 
) 
-1 
n 
sink-16kksink-16k,,_] sinn-2~,_1,n-]de~_],n-] 
k=l 
Now let S = [0,7~/2]~“-~ and define the density q on S by 
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4(61,. . . ,e,-1~,-1,8l..,...,~n-2,n-l) 
(2.7) = c?cosh(at z sin&) cosh(u22 sin&,.-r) 
n-2 
rI 
sink-‘6kksink-‘8k,~_l 
k=l 
Letfi=(&r,... ,e,-,,.-,,e,,.-l,...,e,-2..-,),and 
(2.8) g,(J) = I-J (,I: Sin&k) tanh(U1 g Sinekk) J 
(2.9) ,a@) = 
Then 
J Al lh2d(hll> h22PH O(n) 
(2.10) =J~de,l...J~(~sin&ksinf&-i) 
.tanh(a,Bsin&k) tanh(~2~sins*,.-I)y(B)dB.-l,II 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the density q on S. 
The density q is pairwise TP2, since = 6 log q(6) 2 0 for any pair of dif- 
ferent components 8ij and ok, of 6, and since q > 0 on S. Thus, again by the fact 
that q > 0 on S, it follows that q satisfies the FKG condition on S (cf. Perlman 
and Olkin (1980), Remark 2.3). Since gr and g2 are both nondecreasing in each 
argument on S, the FKG inequality implies 
(2.11) E&l @)g2@)~ > &I @)&2@) 
(see e.g. Perlman and Olkin (1980), Remark 2.5). By computations similar to 
those used in computing JoC,, hi rh&(ht 1, h22) dH it is seen that 
(2.12) J o( n ~hlf(hdm)dH = &@) 
(2.13) J o( n ) h22f(h11, h22) dH = &2@) 
The result now follows from (2.10) to (2.13). Cl 
Lemma 2.2. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 2.1, the diagonal elements 
hll andh22ofHsatisfy 
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(2.14) 1 hiif’(hl I, h22) dH > 0, i= 1.2. 
O(0) 
wherr,f is given by (2.1). 
Proof. Using the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.1 we have 
where S = [0, 7r/212”- ‘; see (2.7), (2.8) and (2.12). The expression on the right- 
hand side of (2.15) is clearly non-negative (and strictly positive if nl > 0). The 
proof for I222 is completely similar. 0 
3. TOTAL POSITIVITY AND MONOTONICITY 
Theorem 3.1. Let L = diag(Pl: PI) and A = diag(A, A), where P; > 0, i = 1,2, ctntA 
X > 0. Therl the hypergeornetric jknction OFI ( in; $ A, L) is TPz in ((1, (1) and in 
(P,. A), j = 1,2,fbr each n > 2. 
Proof. We use the following integral representation 
(3.1) oF,(;n: ;A,L) = lo,,, I,(,,, ew{ trD;HIDr$}dHllrlH2, 
where HI E O(2), H2 E O(n) and dH1 and dH2 denote Haar measure on O(2) 
and O(n), respectively; Dt is a 2 x n matrix defined by (DP)~ = l?,!‘26ii and DA is a 
2 x n matrix defined by (DA),, = A,!“@ where S/j is Kronecker’s delta (see e.g. 
James (1961)). When A = diag(A, A) we obtain the following integral rep- 
resentation 
(3.2) oFl(in; iA,L) = 
since in this case 
.I exp{trDiH, DcH;}dH2 O(JJ) 
where HI = (h!;)) and H2 = (hi,?‘). The last equality in (3.3) holds, since 
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(3.4) kkhil’hjf)Y:i2 = tr{RtA(L)Hi}, 
;=I j=l 
where A(L) is the n x n matrix defined by 
A(L);, = q*, i = 1,2, 
and A(L),, = 0 for other values of (i,j), and where HI is the n x n orthogonal 
matrix defined by 
(HI),~ = A;), 1 < i,j 5 2, (HI),; = 1.i > 2. 
Here we use that the function 
@:AH 
J 
exp{trAH}dH, A an n x n matrix, 
O(n) 
is invariant under transformations AHHI A, HI E O(n). 
LetF=oFl(fn;aA,L).Then 
(3.5) 
and 
(3.6) 
= jx(olez)-i 
J 
dH/F 
O(n) 
- fX(4e*)-f 
[J { O(n) 
hi, exp A”’ 2 l,!“hji dH/F 
.j= I 1 1 
A”’ 2 t;“hjj dH/F 
j=l 1 1 
Jo~~jh,;exp{hi~ijhjj}ilHjr 
+ $trf Jocn, hi;$ljhjjexp{ xi ‘$tjhq} dH/F 
_ Q-3 
4 i 
[I Wn) 
~~~hJjexp{~~~~~hjj}dH,F] 
j= 1 
Jocnj h;;exp{ Xi $tfhjj} dH/F 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that 3.5 and 3.6 are nonnegative. Hence F is 
pairwise TP2 in (et, t,) and (tj, A), j = 1,2. Cl 
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The following corollary shows that the power function is monotone ‘on the di- 
agonal’. 
Corollary 3.1. Let .!? = (Cl, t?,) be distributed according to the density 
(3.7) 4x(l) = exp( -A) 81 (in; iA, L)&(i), 
where A = diag(X, A), L = diag(er , &), 
(3.8) 40(4 = 
k(el - e2)(ele2)2 “‘-3Jexp{-f(et -te2)), cl 2 e2 2 0 
0, otherwise 
and k > 0 is a constant such that 40 is a probability density. Then the function 
is nondecreasing for each g which is nondecreasing inthe components Cl and e2 of i 
Proof. Define 
(3.9) G(X,er,&) = exp(-A) oFI(~~;XZ,L). 
Then G > 0 on the rectangle @. Since &logG(X, et, &) > 0 and & 
log G(X, e,, e2) > 0 for each (A, Ct , e2) E R:, it follows that G is pairwise TP2 on 
RI. Since G > 0 on RI, this implies that G satisfies the KG condition on lk!: 
(cf. Perlman and Olkin (1980), Remark 2.3). The result now follows from 
Proposition 2.6 (ii) and Remark 2.7 in Perlman and Olkin (1980). Cl 
4. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We show that the approach to proving monotonicity of the power function by 
showing that OF, (in; i, L) is pairwise TP2 (which worked ‘on the diagonal’ in 
Section 3) fails in general. Take n = 2, A = diag(X, 0), X > 0, L = (el, e,), 
et > 0, i = 1,2. Then by the same line of argument as used in Lemma 2.1 we 
have 
d2 
=04(fn; $,L) = &Jo(,) Jo,,, exp( trf&L~%}dHldH2 
= ;qele2)-i J J h\{‘h{~‘h~~h~‘,’ exp dHldH2 o(2) o(2) 
*I2 
= $x(e1e2j-i de, J J 
n/2 cos 6,cos l32 sin 81 sin 02 
0 0 
. sinh Ait! COS& cose2 sinh 
( > ( 
1 
Ait! sin& sine2 d&, 
> 
where HI = (hg)) and H2 = (hz)). Define the density q on [0, r/212 by 
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(4.1) q(&,&) = k.cosh xf!! cos& cos&) cosh(Xiti sin& sin&), 
( 
where k > 0 is chosen such that q is a probability and define 
1 
gi (0,) 0,) = - cos Bi cos f32 tanh 
(4.2) 
( 
A$!,’ cos 0, cos 02 
> 
I 
g2(@,&) = sin& sin&tanh 
( 
At@ sine, sin62 . 
> 
The density q clearly satisfies the FKG condition on S and hence, since gl and g2 
are both increasing in 81 and 02 on S, we have by the FKG inequality 
(4.3) Egl (el, e2k2vh, e2) 2 e3 vl, e2vg2(e1, e2), 
where the expectation is taken with respect o the density q on S. Moreover, the 
inequality in 4.3 is strict (cf. Perlman and Olkin (1980) Proposition 2.4 (ii)). Let 
F = oF1(l,A,L).Then 
(4.4) 
implying that F is not TP2 in the pair (ei, t2). 
However, it is shown by a completely different method in Perlman and Olkin 
(1980) that any test of the type described in Section 1 has a power function 
which is increasing in A, if A = diag(A, 0). 
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